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CHAPTER I
Introduction
"Every person,
all the events of your life,
are there because you have
drawn them there.
What you choose
to do with them is
up to you.
When a painter faces the canvas he stands alone and draws only from
knowledge acquired through the experience of "life". Each new canvas
presents the artist with problems to solve, those being as old as the art
of painting itself. The solutions to these problems, in turn, become the
struggle for a style. Continuously faced with that challenge of the
empty canvas, what makes a person decide to become a painter?
There has to be first a tremendous interest and deep personal desire
to try and satisfy an inner calling. An urge so deep that at the comple
tion of each canvas there is a feeling that the best has not yet been
accomplished, and the idea planted for the next painting might be one
step closer in achieving that perfect goal. As these feelings of chal
lenge and self-satisfaction become rooted, the painter might share his
views and images with others. If they are nurtured and encouraged by
important people in the artist's life, the cycle for striving and pro
ducing new works of art has really begun.
These creative feelings, if present, are also fostered through the
environment of the artist. Believing this, I feel it is important enough
to the way I work to mention that I was born and raised through my form-
ative years in Copenhagen, Denmark. Through those early years I was not
only surrounded by a family of craftsmen but also a whole culture based
on clear, modern designs. Because of these inherited traits, I find
myself particularly strong in the area of design. Through experimenta
tion I have found that I have a dislike for clutter within my paintings,
and rather than complicating an image I find myself drawn to simplifying
it.
Webster defines the work "simplicity" to mean:
"a directness of expression: CLARITY or restraint in ornamen
tation: PLAINNESS".
That clarity applies to my paintings, which I will spend more time dis
cussing in this thesis by showing how my simplified images are made from
combining shapes, such as the Precisionist painters did, to form a complex
image. Thus, a chapter will be devoted to the Precisionist style of
painting.
As I found myself becoming more involved with the image in my paintings,
it became important to realize that simple images have to be perspectively
correct in order to be believable. Thus, under the guidance of Fred Meyer,
many hours were spent over vanishing points, and how much of a shape would
be visible once eye level was established. These things became important
to the paintings since they helped to create an illusion of space. Sud
denly simplifying images was not enough; and I found that by having a
perspectively correct painting, in which I was combining warm and cool
colors, a mood was being created. Even better was the feeling that the
painted image was now strong, both in mechanics and color, and held
enough interest to captivate the viewer to mentally want to enter the
painting. Whether it be to see what else might be in the room or lie
beyond a strategically placed door.
Since I have always had a strong interest in history and many
of my paintings are based on images from a past era, I found myself
beginning to look and read about an old art called stencilling. As
my interest grew, I found that by incorporating my straight lines with
stencilled patterns, the paintings were taking on a more humanistic
quality. Thus, the significance of stencilling became important enough
to devote a chapter to the history of stencilling.
The concluding chapter, I feel, should be spent synthesizing how I
work and what the events were that led me to paint architectural interiors,
incorporating a simplification of image, with the stencil patterns.
CHAPTER II
Precisionism
The 1920' s was the era of painters known as the "Precisionists".
Although they never formed a "school", as many painters before and
after them, they all worked in the New York City area. Through the
twenties and thirties these Cubist-realists found inspiration in the
forms of the city and the industrial age surrounding them. Grouped
together they became known as the
"Immaculates"
or later the "Pre
cisionists". Along with the Cubist devices they adopted, there was
an element of early American-Puritan tradition in their admiration
of fine craftsmanship. In their precisely rendered, clear-edged
forms, they were filling a need to reconcile the admired geometric
patterns of Cubism with their own American environment.
As in all grouping of artists, it is important to realize that
there were varying degrees of precision sought by those painters.
Although John Koch, whose style is halfway between the more painterly
flowing manner and precision, and Charles Sheeler, who depicts archi
tecture and machinery in a precise classical style, are both grouped
as Precisionists, it was Sheeler who was definitely the more extreme
of the two. The thing all these Precisionists did have in common was
that by being
"deeply influenced by Cubism, they sought to emphasize the
abstract qualities and underlying geometry_of things, while
maintaining the identity of the
subjects."
As they extracted their themes from rural and urban environments,
they chose to paint them in styles ranging from photographic realism
to abstraction. Perhaps the best summary of how they worked would be:
"the measured, essential factual approach to painting, that
characterized the Precisionists can.be considered more a
state of mind than a formal style."
The common denomination for these artists was that they were
applying European modernism, particularly Cubism, to American subjects;
and so it can be said that Precisionism became a style of extreme
regionalistic art. Also, it should be noted that with the Precisionist 's
concern about absolute order in their work, their paintings tend to take
on a feeling of timelessness. By eliminating even evidence of technique,
"the pictures were brought to an icily defined and flawless
finish, with virtually no evidence of brushstrokes or the <.
trials and hesitations of arriving at the finished
stage."
Like Sheeler, by minimizing the atmosphere in my paintings and
masking traces of the artist's hand through such methods as the elimi
nation of brushstrokes, I am lending the paintings a timeless, even
oracular air. Although greatly persuaded by these feelings, I have
the advantage of being influenced as well by the sixties. During
that period there reappeared, in California, a kind of hard-edge
precisionism. This combined some of the "cool" attitudes of the
Pop artists, the bold patterns of the abstractionists, and the in
tense vision of the Precisionists. It is from the culmination of
those early Precisionists, as well as the contemporary Realists con
cern with geometric abstraction, that I was influenced to base my
compositions on clearly defined planes of form and angular patterns.
Also, in later paintings, I found that by introducing a spatial void
into the works, the statements of shapes and form were now functioning
with a more formal meaning. Through more depth and space I was
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creating paintings that depict spatial illusions which in turn invite
the viewer to enter the canvas. Being well aware of these formal con
cerns I have made a commitment, like the Precisionist painters, to not
involve myself in editorial comments, bxt rather to eternalize the
interior architectural image. I feel that I have been successfully
able to accomplish this by painting rooms that do not completely date
themselves to the viewer, and by combining my complex, simplified
images with the art of stencilling.
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CHAPTER III
Stencilling
Stencilling, or the process of applying form to a surface through
openings that have been drawn and cut out of an impervious material, was
discovered at different times by people. The first historical accounts
of the Fiji Islands tell us of women decorating their bark cloth with
wide geometric borders, stencilled through openings cut in dried banana
leaves, using natural dyes.
In China, stencilling was used a century before Christianity. It
was used mainly in Buddhist monasteries, as a means of reproducing sacred
texts and for placing patterns on the walls of temples.
Although these are only a couple of examples of the earliest uses
of stencilling, we are culturally more oriented to early European tra
ditions, since they are what carried on to our American culture. It is
important then to note that in Europe we have wall and border stencilling
examples available from as early as the fourteenth century. These early
forms were done to bring both ornaments and color into interiors . By the
late fifteenth century, the stencilled decorations were no longer con
fined to the interior of houses, but were also being placed on outer walls,
These uses of stencilling seem to not have been practiced to any
large extent in Europe earlier than the fifteenth century. Before that
time its principal use was religiously oriented toward gold backgrounds
and motifs on
saints'
garments. As stencilling drifted away from mostly
religious uses by the sixteenth and seventeenth century, it multiplied
many times to not only being applied directly to walls and furniture,
but also to such things as paper which could then be used to cover walls .
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Another new use of stencilling dating back to the eighteen hundreds
in Europe, was Theorem painting. This was a method of reproduction on
velvet, by the partial mechanical means of using stencils. Into the
cut-out openings of these stencils, paint was brushed or rubbed in to
create a painting.
In the early eighteen hundreds Theorem painting was an art generally
accepted as part of the curriculum of girls' finishing school. At the
present, there seems to be a revival of interest in this technique to
help craftsmen reproduce floral, bird, or fruit motifs. As in its early
days, Theorem painting is once again serving the purpose of being another
means of satisfying
peoples'love of both color and design when framed
and hung on walls.
It was not until 1778 that the first stencilled wall appeared in
America as a decoration. Up to that point there had been little time
to think of decorating homes, since just to meet the needs of each day
had been a full task. Also, bright walls had not been encouraged by
the Puritan outlook. By the eighteen hundreds, with greater religious
and political freedom for people, waterways and roads being opened,
even farmers were now exposed to adorning the walls of their houses.
Thus, they were able to fulfill a new need in daily life, to satisfy
a sense of design and love of color.
Today, as we witness the revival of wall stencilling, it is
described as a relatively simple process. Few directions are needed
once a pattern has been selected. The stencil pattern has to be cut,
usually using Mylar for its durability, and the proper brushes have to
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be used to apply the flat oil paint. In stencilling, there are none of
the problems that confront the paperhanger, such as applying sizing, and
cutting and pasting of paper.
Since in my paintings I also dealt with the stencil pattern as a
form of floor decoration, I will give a brief account of what was re
ferred to in early America as floorcloths. These floorcloths can
actually be thought of as the earliest form of interior decoration
because of their variety in patterns and color. They were painted
on coated sailcloth with patterns from as early as 1650. These early
floorcloths were generally painted in tile-like designs using just
black and white. By the eighteenth century the geometric patterns
were being replaced by freer and more elaborate designs, with a much
greater variety of colors.
During the nineteenth century the carpet patterns were generally
stencilled, rather than painted onto the floorcloths. They were now
also being stencilled directly onto the painted floor. As a matter
of fact, it should be noted that the possibility exists that floors,
rather than walls, may have been the first to be stencilled. Even
the early houses could offer fairly level floorboards, if not smooth
plastered walls. Stencilled floors were more widely used than it
has been supposed, but since they were constantly being walked on,
they often needed to be replaced. Because of this, few floors, unlike
walls, have been retained in their original condition.
It was during the early 1930 's that stencilled images, forms and
letters finally were to appear in the compositions of such fine artists
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as Braque and Picasso. The French avant-garde poet and writer Guillaume
Apollinaire, was to comment:
"... it is perfectly legitimate to use numbers and printed
letters as pictorial elements; new in art, they are already
soaked with
humanity."
Many contemporary artists have chosen to include stercils in their
working techniques, such as Andy Warhol in his silk-screened works or
Henri Matisse, who by shaping his free forms, in his later years experi
mented through cut-outs. In determining and repeating shapes and forms,
he was also employing a stencil-like technique.
Like other contemporary artists, I take the liberty of using the
stencil technique to best serve my creativity. By combining the sten
cilled use of folk art, which finds beauty through placement and repe
tition of pattern, with the creation of my own stencil design a successful
marriage has taken place. In my paintings I have combined the historical
uses of stencilling with the freedom of a fine artist, through their
placements, to give a new freshness to an old art. This has been achieved
not only through the placement of the stencil design on the canvas, but
by the color and design of the patterns I use as well. Also, I have to
reiterate that the stencil pattern has allowed me to give a humanistic
touch to my paintings. Without it, they would appear cold and impersonal
because of sharply defined forms and strong angular lines.
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CHAPTER IV
How I Work
"You are
never given a wish
without also being given the
power to make it true.
You may
have to work for it,
however . "
When I first started painting in graduate school I floundered from
abstract art to realism, and had to go through a trial period of both
style and medium. It was during my first year of study that I finally
settled on an architectural style that I found interesting enough to
pursue.
Much of this interest came about from the downtown Rochester
environment, where I would travel around with my sketchbook doing quick
drawings of exterior architecture. As mentioned before, being interested
in history, I found myself mainly attracted to the Corn Hill area which
is rich in turn-of-the-century architecture. I would look for buildings
that visually interested me, do a quick sketch, which would be brought
back to the studio and transferred onto a canvas. Already at that point
I found myself interested in simplifying the images I was studying, and
dividing the canvas into shapes through definite flat color distinction.
I found that working with acrylic paint lent itself well to painting
these flat areas.
After stretching a canvas, applying three layers of light gray
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gesso, and doing a pencil drawing I would be ready to start painting.
First, I apply masking tape to all the straight lines and paint the
masked areas. Then the tape is removed and the areas are painted
again freehand for a more natural-looking edge. The color selection
for me is always mentally determined once I see the image drawn on
the canvas.
After doing several exterior architectural renderings I decided
that another way to approach the subject would be through interiors.
At the same time I was turning to interiors I took a course titled
The History of American Education and Thought, where I had to do a
lesson plan. Having become interested in stencilling, it seemed the
ideal time to do some research on the topic. I found particularly
interesting how the patterns were used to brighten and bring color
into interiors by our forefathers. Thinking it might serve the same
purpose in my paintings I decided to try and incorporate the stencil
pattern into one of my interiors. I found it to be my most successful
painting because the image was more approachable. It was as if the
pattern were making the simplified shapes have a purpose in being
there and giving them life.
Since I was now interested in combining the stencil patterns with
interior shapes I wanted to eliminate all other clutter from the paintings,
Because of this I started to study the paintings of such Precisionist
painters as Charles Sheeler and Edward Hopper. Identifying especially
with Sheeler, I found myself not concerned with brush strokes but rather
strived for flatness on the canvas surface. I came to consider interiors
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as simply flat pattern of three-dimensional shape. Once again Sheeler 's
concerns became mine in seeking:
"crisp firm edges, tidy proportions, subtle juxtaposition,
sympathetic discernment".
in my paintings .
The images I now paint are derived in various ways . Many are re
worked through drawing, from pictures I find searching through books and
magazines. Some are drawn from actual places and others stem from my
imagination. As time went on, the drawings I did became more important.
Not only did they allow me to work through an idea, but they helped in
mastering any perspective problems I might have. Now when I start a
canvas, I lay it on a table and tape pieces of string long enough to
reach from the paintings to the vanishing points (which are often located
outside of the canvas), and thus the perspective is accurately set.
Although I do not count on color for my major effect, it is important
enough that it should be mentioned. As stated before, my color selection
is a mental process. What I prefer doing is making gradations of the
same color within a painting, since I deal with shaded areas in all the
images. These gradations are done by adding ultramarine blue to the color
I am working with. When I want a more antique color, I add thalo blue
and raw umber. The stencil patterns in the interiors have allowed me
to use touches of pure, bright colors. These are toned down a little
by lightly sanding the patterns, when they are dry, to give them an
older look.
The true strength of my paintings, I believe, lies in their strong
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design. Putting the simplified shapes into a painting make it appear
complex through techniques such as showing just parts of a room. Also
accentuating the perspective gives more depth to the subject and this
helps draw the viewer into the painting. Through that depth, and some
times by allowing other rooms to show, I found an illusion of space
being created. Also by eliminating things like furniture, I tried to
show beauty in an empty room. By adding stencilling to that room, the
painting becomes visually pleasing since the pattern adds the warmth
needed to balance the straight edges and flat planes. Truly all these
simple thoughts combine to create a complex painting.
Reflecting on how my work has grown studying with Fred Meyer, it
is challenging to think that I will never stop striving for the next,
hopefully better, painting. Although as a painter I must always remain
humble, I also know that I will derive tremendous satisfaction in
watching my work change. The self-doubts will always be there, but I
like to think they will make me a better artist.
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